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Currently, most android smartphones comes with an assembly feature to hide photos, videos and lock apps. But if your phone doesn't offer this (hide/lock) feature, then it's obvious that you should use any third-party apps such as AppLock, Vault, etc. to block or hide your precious stuff. But imagine if you didn't install an app without unlocking locked files or
forgot the PIN/password of the app where all the files are hidden. How are you going to recover these hidden photos or videos from the app? In this blog I'm going to discuss how to recover photos from the App Lock store using effective methods of work. To recover photos from the App Lock store, we recommend this tool: this software will recover data from
damaged, formatted, encrypted storage and works in all data loss situations. Now recover lost and deleted data in 3 simple steps: Download this media file recovery tool rated Excellent on Pcmag.com.Select Storage From Which You Want to Recover Media Files and Click Scan.Preview Recoverable Files, Select Items You Want to Recover and Click
Recovery to Keep Files in the Right Place. But before that let's look at a practical scenario based on this situation - The Practical Scenario Photos in Applock Photo Vault? Hey, I used to put my photos in the photo store applock, but I decided to reset my phone and plant resert and wipe the data'cache and dalvik cache. After that, I restored all my apps,
including applock, but my photos in the vault disappeared. How to restore them? Please help. Thank you in advance - Original post from XDA Developers Forums Before we continue on it is important to understand how these locking apps work. How do lock apps work and how do they block or hide files or apps? Most lock applications mostly use two types
of file blocking method, i.e. hiding or blocking with encryption. Hiding files in point folders. Example .foldername. In the first case you have very little chance of restoring the photo blocking application if you do not have a very effective decrypted program and someone who is a master of this method. For the second case, you have two options. Because hidden
files are stored in an SD card, you can use the well-known Photo Recovery software to recover photos and video blocking apps. And you can also rely on any file researcher who has the ability to expose the point folder (hidden directories whose name starts from the point) like ES File Explorer. Let's discuss both options one by one. Solution #1: How Deleted
photos and videos from Lock apps? As mentioned earlier, all photos and videos are stored in the phone's memory card. Thus, powerful App Lock Photo recovery software can easily recover hidden or inaccessible photos or videos from an SD card or even from your phone's memory effectively. Let's see what else this Lock Photo Recovery app software can
do - Easy to extract images of memory card/photography photos By AppLock, Asylum app, photo locker app or any other lock app. Also extract video and audio files (hidden, deleted, or lost from an external SD card) from the storage app or from any other locking app. Recover photos, videos and audio files that are hidden in the memory card, drive handle,
USB drive, flash drive, hard drive and other media storage devices. Preview the recoverable images on the software preview screen until the final recovery. 100% read only. Safe, safe and easy to use. The free version of the program scans and scans recoverable objects. So without wasting more time just download this software by clicking on the button
above and recover photos from the unspecified locking app soon. To find out how this software works, take a look at this user guide. Solution #2: App Vault Photo Recovery using ES File Explorer File Manager ES File Explorer File Manager will show you hidden files and folders and as it shows you hidden files and holder at the same time you can check and
recover your photos in the app folder where it is installed. If you are unable to find it, then look for it with a photo and video file format using wildcards. Example: For a photo - use .jpeg and for video - use .mp4, .avi, etc. Follow a step-by-step guide on how to get lost, hidden or inaccessible photos from the storage app through ES File Explorer File Manager.
Note: This solution will only work on your Android phone and tablet and can easily recover your photos, Hidden AppLock, Asylum Gallery, or any other lock app from the phone's internal or external SD card. Steps on using ES File Explorer File Manager Install ES File Explorer File Manager on your Android phone from the playback store. Start it and go to the
settings and turn on the option to show hidden files. Now go back to your home directory and look for a folder. My safety. Once you find it, open it and then you get a lot of files to be called as 25ad4ca6. Next, go to the search option, click on the Advanced Options button. Enter the size of 10kb-10MB select all the files and click on the search. It will display
files with different file extenuations. Now try to open them with an image or video format. Try changing the file extension name to .jpg for photos and .mp4 for video. That's it, now you can move the restored photos/videos to the new folder. In addition, you can connect your Android phone to your PC to search for hidden or deleted photos and videos, app
locking app or storage on the device. Simply turn on the hidden files through the folder control panel and then search for photos with a wildcard character. Example for photos - .jpg/.jpeg and for video - .mp4/.avi Solution #3: Use the Lock/Vault App/Gallery Vault app to restore photos on your Android Phone, follow the steps below to restore photos: Open
Vault app on your phone. Click on photos or videos. Now click the Menu button and then then at Photo Management or Video Management Select photos (s) or videos (s) that you want to recover. Click Recovery. Choose OK to recover photos and videos on your device. Also, follow the step below: Note: It will only recover the photos/videos that you had in
App Lock or Gallery Vault on the same device. In case you have a reset plant or a memory card format or device, then it won't restore your photos. Enter the app or gallery lock store with master Password. Click on 'App Lock' to bring the menu and go to 'Settings'. Next, you have to click on Data Recovery. This will restore all previously lost photos from the
previous version of App Lock or Gallery Vault. Frequently asked questions (frequently asked questions) You can't back up photos or videos from the applock app directly because they don't have the capacity to do so. You have to remove photos and videos from Applock Vault so you can have them on your phone gallery. From there you can back up your
belongings anywhere else (flash drive, hard drive, etc.) via USB cable or by any other means. During the cover-up process, Applock simply stores your photos and videos in a separate folder in the SD card. He hides this folder from other file researchers and protects it with the password provided. So when you delete Applock, this folder stays hidden and
secure in the SD card, even if the app itself is locked. You can easily access photos and videos by reinstalling the app again. It is recommended to remove all photos and videos from Applock before you delete it, so you can have them in your phone gallery. In order to stop Applock from being removed you need to include advanced protection in AppLock
protection, so that no one can kill or delete AppLock without a password. And when you don't want it to just disable the extended protection. The withdrawal of personal photos, music files, videos and other things from the secured app is a little disturbing. I hope you'll be able to recover your hidden, inaccessible photos from the app locking storage app using
Appl Lock Photo Recovery Software and other methods mentioned above. If you like the message be sure to share it with others. Alex is an expert technical writer with 7 years of experience. His in-depth knowledge of data recovery and his fascination for learning new DIY tools and technologies have helped many. Alex has a great interest in photography
and loves to share photography tips and tricks with others. www.rescuedigitalmedia.com Gallery Lock is a popular Android app that was used to block or hide photos and videos using a password, code or answer security questions to protect your privacy. But at some particular point, such as when you forgot your password or deleted files accidentally, Gallery
Lock drops, you will need to find a secure gallery lock solution to recover hidden or deleted files, photos, or gallery lock videos. Here we offer a complete solution to restore Gallery Lock files. No matter where you are caught, in which Gallery Lock cases of data loss, you can find a way out. Recover hidden or locked files with Gallery Lock Pro When you can't
access files in the Gallery Lock Pro app because Gallery Lock Pro is cut and doesn't start, or because you've forgotten your password, you can easily untangle or recover locked files with the Gallery Lock Pro app on its own than any third-party Android data recovery tool, as photos and videos remain intact on your Android device. Its like to do: 1. In Android
settings, choose an app manager. Scroll through the list of installed apps and select Gallery Lock. 2. Click Uninstall to remove the app and then reinstall it to reset the default password: 7777 3. Open Gallery Lock, at the bottom of the screen, click Settings. Then click Search and Recovery for Lost Files. After all the steps, wait until Gallery Lock scans your
Android device and searches for previously hidden files. This takes from a few minutes to several hours depending on the number of files blocked. When it's over, you can easily restore Gallery Lock Pro hidden or locked files and view them as normal. Restore deleted photos from Gallery Lock with Android data recovery software When you get your files or
photos deleted in Gallery Lock, you may need to get them back using gallery lock recovery software. Here we would like to recommend EaseUS MobiSaver for Android. The program can help you find and recover remote photos of Gallery Lock by deep scanning your Android device. Here's a step-by-step guide: Step 1. Connect your Android device to your
PC, run EaseUS Android data recovery software, and then click Start to get on with it. (Here to make sure that the software can recognize and connect the device, please root the device and turn on THE USB Debugging mode first.)  Step 2. Once the Android device is connected, the software will quickly scan the lost data. You can easily find deleted or lost
files, photos or videos of Gallery Lock by selecting the right file types. Step 3. Browse and select the gallery lock files or photos you want and click the Restore button to get them back. Here only display the remote items option for listing deleted files only.  Only. 
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